
To:

From:

A Special Gift For You!

How to enjoy your Potion Pot

What is potion? Potion is whatever you would like to mix with water in
this special jar. A few ingredients are included to get you started. 
Gather. To start, take this pot (jar) or a bucket outside and gather fallen
treasures that can fit or get broken up and added to your pot. 

Mix. Add some water and your ingredients, then mix them together.

Play! Continue to mix in new ingredients. Dump out and try again. Or,
pretend this is magic potion—what could happen when someone sniffs
it?!
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To:

From:

A Special Gift For You!

How to enjoy your Mixing Pot

What is a mixing pot? A mixing pot is a special jar for mixing up water
and treasures from nature. A few ingredients are included to get you
started. 
Gather. To start, take this pot (jar) or a bucket outside and gather fallen
treasures that can fit or get broken up and added to your pot.  

Mix. Add some water and your ingredients, then mix them together.

Play! Continue to mix in new ingredients. Dump out and try again. Making
mixtures is new every time you try!
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